Preliminary Results of the 2010 Agriculture &
Fishery Corporation Survey
1. Agriculture Corporation (Agricultural incorporated association and Agricultural
company)
(1) Number of agriculture corporations
The number of agriculture corporations was 9,740 in 2010. The independent operation
by each investor occupied the smallest share.
▣ The number of agriculture corporations was 9,740 at the end of 2010. The number of
agricultural incorporated associations and agricultural companies was 8,107 and 1,633,
respectively.
< Table 1 > Number of agriculture corporations by operating organization
(Unit: number, %)
Total
Total
Agricultural incorporated association
Agricultural company

9,740
(100.0)
8,107
(100.0)
1,633
(100.0)

Operation by all
Operation by a CEO
investors
4,474
3,887
(45.9)
(39.9)
3,900
2,949
(48.1)
(36.4)
574
938
(35.2)
(57.4)

Independent operation by
each investor
1,379
(14.2)
1,258
(15.5)
121
(7.4)

(2) Number of workers
The number of workers per corporation was 7.2 persons. Agriculture corporations with
'4 workers or less' occupied 63.1 percent of the total agriculture corporations.
▣ The number of workers recorded 60,118 persons. Regular workers amounted to 21,991
persons, which occupied 36.6 percent of the total number of workers. The number of
workers per corporation was 7.2 persons in 2010.
(3) Agricultural management
1) Agricultural area
The agricultural area amounted to 33,792ha. The agricultural area per corporation was 11.4ha.
▣ The agricultural area recorded 33,792ha in 2010. Rice paddy amounted to 13,948ha,
which accounted for 41.3 percent. Upland field amounted to 19,844ha, which accounted
for 58.7 percent.
▣ The agricultural area per corporation was 11.4ha. Agriculture corporations with agricultural
area accounted for 35.4 percent of the total agriculture corporations.
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< Table > Agricultural area
(Unit: number, ha, %)
Agricultural area

Total number of
corporations

Number of corporations
with agricultural area

Total

Rice paddy

Upland field

8,361
(100.0)

2,958
(35.4)

33,792
(100.0)

13,948
(41.3)

19,844
(58.7)

Agricultural area per
corporation

Orchard
805
(2.4)

11.4

(4) Government support
The accumulated government subsidies per corporation amounted to 402 million won in
2010. The government loans per corporation amounted to 626 million won in 2010.
▣ The number of agriculture corporations that got government subsidies was 3,259
corporations, which occupied 39 percent of the total agriculture corporations. The
accumulated government subsidies per corporation amounted to 402 million won in 2010.
The government subsidies were used for the construction of buildings and the expansion
of agricultural facilities.
▣ The number of agriculture corporations with government loans was 915 corporations,
which occupied 10.9 percent of the total agriculture corporations. The government loans
per corporation amounted to 626 million won.
< Table > Government support for agriculture corporations
(Unit: number, million won, %)
Total number of
corporations
8,361

Accumulated government subsidy
Number of
Amount
corporations
Per corporation
3,259
1,309,177
401.7
(39%)

Government loan
Number of
corporations
915
(10.9%)

Amount

Per corporation

572,831

626.0

2. Fishery Corporation (Fishery incorporated association and Fishery company)
(1) Number of fishery corporations
The number of fishery corporations was 775 in 2010. The independent operation by each
investor occupied the smallest share.
▣ The number of fishery corporations was 775 at the end of 2010. The number of fishery
incorporated associations and fishery companies was 764 and 11, respectively.
< Table > Number of fishery corporations by operating organization
(Unit: number, %)
Total
Total
fishery incorporated association
fishery company

775
(100.0)
764
(100.0)
11
(100.0)

Operation by all
investors
352
(45.4)
344
(45.0)
8
(72.7)
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Operation by a
CEO
346
(44.6)
343
(44.9)
3
(27.3)

Independent operation
by each investor
77
(9.9)
77
(10.1)
-

(2) Number of workers
The number of workers per corporation was 7.0 persons. fishery corporations with '4 workers
or less' occupied 64.9 percent of the total corporations.
▣ The number of workers recorded 4,891 persons. Temporary and daily workers amounted
to 1,977 persons, which occupied 40.4 percent of the total number of workers. The number
of workers per corporation was 7.0 persons in 2010.
(3) Fishery management
1) Aquaculture area
The aquaculture area per corporation was 4.5ha. The aquaculture area of seaweed occupied
48.4 percent of the total aquaculture area.
▣ The aquaculture area amounted to 1,662ha. The aquaculture area per corporation was
4.5ha. The aquaculture corporations occupied 53.3 percent of the total fishery corporations.
(4) Government support
The accumulated government subsidies per corporation amounted to 317 million won in
2010. The government loan per corporation amounted to 402 million won in 2010.
▣ The number of fishery corporations that got government subsidies was 200 corporations,
which occupied 28.7 percent of the total fishery corporations. The accumulated government
subsidies per corporation amounted to 317 million won in 2010.
▣ The number of fishery corporations with government loans was 102 corporations, which
occupied 14.6 percent of the total fishery corporations. The government loans per corporation
amounted to 402 million won.
< Table > Government support for fishery corporations
(Unit: number, million won, %)
Accumulated government subsidy
Total number of
corporations
698

Number of
corporations

Amount

Per
corporation

200
(28.7%)

63,472

317.4
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Government loan
Number of
corporations

Amount

Per
corporation

102
(14.6%)

40,965

401.6

